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A NOTE
FROM THE
EDITOR

Welcome to Activate Australia’s inaugural
industry report. This report is mindfully
curated and brought to you in cooperation
with reputable institutions across grocery,
pharmacy, liquor, convenience and
hardware industry sectors.

Get Ahead with
Strikeforce
Discover the value of turning category
and retail insights into powerful solutions.
Whatever your needs are, we have the solution:

Merchandising

Shopper Marketing

Selling

Digital Marketing

Supply and Demand Planning

Category & Retail Insights

Space Planning

Field Management Software (Merx)

Experiential

Sales & Negotiation Skills Training

GET STARTED TODAY
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The contributing authors have taken a pragmatic
approach to reviewing and reporting on previous years’
outcomes and generously share forecasts for the rest of
the year. Yes, that’s trustworthy insights collected, analysed
and ready to be translated, by you, into actionable strategies.
At the end of 2021 many of us were cautiously optimistic,
thinking things will get better. However, 2022 started off with
closures and restrictions to businesses due to the rapidly
spreading Omicron, causing massive supply chain and logistic
issues and other havoc. As I write this note, the world has a
new concern to fret — Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
By means of experience and necessity, all these world
events have driven many from ignorance to enlightenment.
Retail service providers (sales, merchandising, supply
chain, logistics, etc) hitherto peripheral, are now rightfully
recognised as essential services.
Whether to insource or outsource is a question on the
minds of many retail industry heads, as insourcing-outsourcing
is a delicate tango. The question begs consideration as a
strategy for strengthening your business in foreseeable times.
Knowing and truly understanding your future business needs,
evaluating offerings of different third-party service providers,
technology, economic factors and everything else that comes
with the outsourcing decision, will only lead to progress.
I hope you take to this publication, as we, the board and
members of Activate Group Australia have a wider view across
all the retail sectors covered in this report. More importantly,
I hope that this report brings you up to date with the realities
in these retail sectors and a greater understanding of many
collaborative services available to the retail industry.
BIANCA VELEZ
Editor-in-Chief, Activate Industry Report
Director, Activate Group Australia
CEO, BLANC Marketing Curator

Matt Lloyd | CEO

Rowan Blyth | New Business

David Street | New Business

mlloyd@strikeforce.com.au

rblyth@strikeforce.com.au

dstreet@strikeforce.com.au

“History is often shaped by small groups of
forward-looking innovators rather than by
the backward-looking masses.”

0428 000 647

0418 372 735

0417 719 140

— Yuval Noah Harari

Email info@blancmc.com.au if you would like to be a force for
good, have new technologies or innovative and groundbreaking
economic and social ideas you would like to share in the next
industry report.

Activate Group Australia
@activategroupaustralia

In the spirit of reconciliation, Activate Industry Report
acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of country
throughout Australia and their connections to land, sea
and community. We pay our respect to their Elders past
and present and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples today.

Activate Group Australia accepts no liability for any errors,
omissions or consequences, including any loss or damage,
arising from reliance on information in this publication.
The views expressed in this publication reflect the opinions
of the writers and are not necessarily endorsed by Activate
Group Australia. We recommend obtaining professional
advice from an accredited advisor before relying on the
information in this publication.
ABN 26 002 595 548 ASMCA
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REPORT 2022
FOREWORD
BEST IN CLASS

MYSTERY SHOPPING
AND AUDITING
Mystery Shopping is a valuable tool for
organisations seeking to improve their
service quality and consistency of customer
experience across their network. We have
proven best-in-class methodology from
program design, implementation and
ongoing CX management.
PROJECT

CUSTOMER INSIGHTS & SITE AUDITS
ACROSS MAJOR RETAIL SHOPPING CENTRES

SOLUTION

MYSTERY SHOP & AUDIT

ACTIVATION

TACTICAL 3-MONTH ACTIVATION
ACROSS AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

In 2021, the Association of Sales and Marketing
Companies Australasia (ASMCA) rebranded to
Activate Group Australia. The purpose behind
this change was to bring to light the primary
values that Activate members bring to the
Australian retail industry. Expert brand and
product management, product placement and
promotion, speed-to-market action, real-time
reporting and, above all, active coverage of the
entire country.

THE CHALLENGE

BEST IN CLASS APPROACH

A leading capital investment firm approached Creative
Activation to help map and measure core customer
journey, facilities and key interaction points across major
retail shopping centres in “high fidelity”.

The initial Strategy Session defined clear objectives for
the program; simple in design, and focused on the 4 core
customer journeys and measurement needs. This
allowed us to provide insights by journey and therefore
add value to the unique elements of a centre experience.

A project of this scale and detail had not been attempted
before and therefore the level of detail, quality of personnel
and scale of operations were critical.
THE KEY OBJECTIVES WERE
•

Understand the impact points of the end to end
customer journey from navigation through to site
access and team member engagement.

•

Audit of centre facilities and standards to required SLAs.

•

Define barriers and opportunities to customer
satisfaction of the centre experience including retailer
range, service and environment.

By walking through the centres in collaboration with the
client and using customer feedback we were able to
ensure that the data was accurately based on the way
their guests shop today.
We utilised bespoke recruitment methods to employ a
database of 10,000 Mystery Shoppers across AU/NZ. Each
shopper was profiled to the centre’s core customer
demographic, age and shopping habits which meant we
were able to accurately identify the needs and impacts
to guests shopping daily, weekly and less frequently and
apply the findings accordingly.
All visit touchpoints were unique and customised centre
by centre to ensure that all customer feedback was
aligned to the environment they were in and that all data
was actionable post activation.

THE OUTCOMES

100%

COVERAGE ACROSS
CENTRES IN AUSTRALIA
AND NEW ZEALAND
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IN DEPTH DATA CAPTURED FROM

>3,000

RETAIL SITES OVER 2 WEEKS

RECRUITED DATABASE OF

10,000+

MYSTERY SHOPPERS
& AUDITORS TO ASSIST

99.4%

COMPLIANCE TO DATA INTEGRITY
STANDARDS AND TIME SENSITIVE

As a group, Activate accounts for more than 10,000
casual and part-time merchandisers, representatives,
team managers and client liaison officers. This makes
them, collectively, one of the larger employer groups in
the country, which allows Activate to act, with mandate,
on the issues that affect employee’s roles and working
conditions. In the past two-years we have worked
tirelessly to have these employees recognised as part of
the ‘essential workers’ category in retail.
What we have also seen in recent times is a
level and speed of change in retail never previously
experienced. Changes that have caused significant
rethinking of strategies and forecasts and the capacities
of many businesses to cope with change at this pace.
The number of new, emerging and necessary skills has
created a dearth of talent and there is little chance of a
rapid resolution, as the training facilities for producing
skilled people are almost non-existent.
Activate, strongly aware of the issues at hand,
considered that this was the appropriate time to
produce this Industry Report, so that the conversations
on ways to overcome deficiencies and challenges could
be propelled. This report, which encompasses input
from many sources, is a clear picture of the Australian
retail industry from a service provider’s position. It allows
readers to see the industry from a different, but relevant,
viewpoint and to add this information and these
concepts to their strategic planning discussions.
The contributions from each industry sector
have a variety of key points but, equally, they convey
a commonality of issues that are pervasive in all parts
of retail. As our reader, you can view conditions in
pharmacy, liquor, convenience, hardware and with major
data analysts. You can read articles and case studies by

Activate members who are, throughout this report, ready
to discuss with you ways in which great collaboration can
be achieved.
What is most obvious from the report is an
accelerated need for collaboration within and across
the industry. The fact is that many companies will not be
able to restructure sufficiently to cover all of the industry
changes, that the most viable option is to look
at outsourced collaboration.
This applies to all sectors and to every participant
in the industry - retailer, supplier, wholesaler, transport,
food, hardware, liquor, pharmacy and any other major
or minor players. Grocery, of course, has been hit
particularly hard with panic buying and staff shortages.
Activate welcomes any conversation with you to
discuss how collaboration can benefit your business
and allow it to flourish in new and exciting ways. It is
clear that the business world has changed and that the
thinking of individuals, teams and leaders have to adjust
accordingly. Collaboration might be the best decision
you have ever made.
Our thanks to everyone who has contributed to
the inaugural Activate Industry Report, to our board
and to those of you who read this report with motivated
interest.
KEITH QUIGG
CEO Activate Group Australia
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NIELSENIQ

THE EFFECT THAT
COVID HAS HAD ON
RETAIL, PARTICULARLY
IN THE GROCERY
SECTOR.

By Alastair Boyd

For your most
important business
decisions
NielsenIQ is your home for complete
consumer intelligence

We provide the most complete retail and consumer data
platform, enabling more innovation, faster delivery, and bolder
decision-making. Get the information you need to make the
best move for your business.
Click here to contact us.

Senior Manager, NielsenIQ

Movements in the industry during the twoyear Covid period make for intersting reading.
Courtesy of NielsenIQ, we have current
information on how the market has performed
and of the evident trends across the sectors.
The charts below cover Industry annual trends,
online acceleration, online versus bricks and
mortar movements, produce and H&B figures,
Christmas trading and fresh produce.
These charts provide some unexpected movements
but amplify the effect that Covid has had on retail,
particularly in the grocery sector.

1

NOTES

MAT = MOVING ANNUAL TOTAL
YA = YEAR AGO
2YA = TWO YEARS AGO

While this information is subject to rapid change, the
trends are those that need current and constant attention.
The variations in basket size, online to bricks and mortar
percentages and the dietary changes will be tomorrow’s
focus. NielsenIQ has a long history with the Australian Retail
Industry and has a constant attention to detail on the data
and the figures produced. Further information on these
charts can be discussed with Alastair Boyd, Senior Manager,
Alastair.Boyd@nielseniq.com

TOTAL AUSTRALIA GROCERY DECLINED (1.1%) IN MAT VERSUS YA, DRIVEN BY
FEWER TRIPS, AS THE TREND TOWARDS FEWER BUT BIGGER BASKETS CONTINUES.

TOTAL AUSTRALIA GROCERY GROWTH

VS

YA

2YA

KEY CONSUMER METRICS GROWTH

VS

YA

2YA

13.7%
11.1%

+1.7%

Average price per
volume increase vs YA
0.6%

1.6%

3.9%

1.8%

2.2%

4.1%

+9.3%
-1.1%
-2.8%

© 2022 Nielsen Consumer LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Value Growth
($AUD)

Volume Growth
(eq.)

Average price per
volume increase vs 2YA

-5.4%

Buying
Households

-4.1%

Average
Trips

Spend ($AUD)
per Trip

Volume (eq.)
per Trip
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NIELSENIQ

4

ONLINE CONTINUES TO ACCELERATE, FUELLED BY
CHANGE IN SHOPPING BEHAVIOUR DURING COVID.

+/- CHANNEL VALUE
SHARE OF TRADE VS YA

% CATEGORY CONTRIBUTION TO TOTAL MARKET VALUE GROWTH (TOP 10) VS YA

+/- CHANNEL VALUE
SHARE OF TRADE VS 2YA
16.0%

Supermarkets (-1.2)

FRESH PRODUCE AND HEALTH AND HYGIENE CATEGORIES
GAINED TRACTION IN THE MARKET VERSUS YA

21%

19%

Supermarkets (-3.9)
Discounters (-0.8)

Discounters (-0.8)
Online (3.0)
Pharmacy (-0.1)
Other (-0.9)

11%

Online (5.5)

1.0%

Other (-0.6)

VALUE SHARE
OF TRADE

Fresh Fruit

60.0%

Fresh
Vegetables

3%

2%

24%

20%
7%

28%

Hand
Cleaners

Prepacked
Smallgoods

Cheese

28%
4%

6%

Toilet Tissues

5%

Vitamins,
Mnrls, Hrbl
Supplm

23%

15%
2%

44%

44%

YA

6%

5%

5%

Ice Cream

Medication
General

Eggs

CONSUMER PURCHASE METRICS DRIVING GROWTH VS YA

12.0%

VS

6%

Pharmacy (-0.3)

11.0%

CHANNEL VALUE GROWTH

8%

37%
46%

2%

46%

10%
7%

86%

60%

125%

2YA

8%
14%
9%

35%
17%
9%

26%

19%
17%

8%
26%

69%

39%

40%

40%

-28%

-36%

-108%

1.8%

Fresh Fruit

34.6%
11.1%
-1.1%

Total Grocery

3

-3.1%

Supermarkets*

-7.3%

Discounters

Hand
Cleaners

Prepacked
Smallgoods

Average Trips

Price per unit

Units per occasion

Penetration

Cheese

Toilet Tissues

Vitamins,
Mnrls, Hrbl
Supplm

Ice Cream

Medication
General

Eggs

7.4%

4.1%

4.3%

Fresh
Vegetables

-11.5% -11.3%

Online

Pharmacy

-6.1%

Other
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TOTAL AUSTRALIA GROCERY AT CHRISTMAS
2021 SOFTENED (-0.8% VERSUS YA), YET THE
ONLINE CHANNEL GAINED MORE IMPORTANCE
THAN BRICKS AND MORTAR.

MARKET PERFORMANCE

ONLINE PRESENCE IS KEY TO GROWTH AS THE GAP NARROWS
BETWEEN BRICKS & MORTAR VS ONLINE FOR AVE $ SPENT PER TRIP.

6

FRESH PRODUCE WAS THE TOP-PERFORMING
CATEGORY AT CHRISTMAS 2021 VERSUS YA.
BRANDED PRODUCTS PERFORMING BETTER
THAN PRIVATE LABEL OVER CHRISTMAS.

BRANDED VS PRIVATE LABEL
VALUE GROWTH VS YA

TOTAL AUSTRALIA GROCERY GROWTH vs YA

0.3%

ONLINE SHARE % OF TOTAL $ SALES

+2.7%

-0.8%

TRENDED 4 WEEKS TO 02/02/2022

Average price
per volume
increase vs YA

-3.5%

11%

IN THE LATEST
4 WEEKS,

24.2%

AUS Households
are cross shopping
in both Online and
Bricks & Mortar, up
+4.3pts vs YA

8%

Volume
Growth (eq.)

Private Label
Branded

% CATEGORY CONTRIBUTION
TO GROWTH (TOP 3) VS YA

KEY CONSUMER METRICS GROWTH VS YA
3.9%
0.5%

57%

1.1%

42%
23%

02/01/2022
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Value Growth
($AUD)

-5.6%

Gap between avg
$spend per trip
in Online ($57) vs
Bricks & Mortar
($52) closing in

Fresh Fruit

Prepacked Smallgoods

Chilled Seafood

-5.0%

Buying
Households

Average
Trips

Spend ($AUD)
per Trip

Volume (eq.)
per Trip

CATEGORY GROWTH INDEX VS TOTAL MARKET

746

124

101
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IRI

ADDRESS 3 VUCA
THEMES TO OPTIMISE
YOUR PERFORMANCE
IN 2022
This year’s FMCG market outcomes will be dominated
by VUCA – an acronym signalling heightened
volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity.
The term aptly reflects a macro-economic environment
underpinned by constant fluidity in economic forecasts.
It also encapsulates the all-consuming challenges of the
moment: fluidity of demand planning, simply getting
product to shelf, and imminent pricing dilemmas. It also
extends to ambiguity and hype surrounding supposedly
prominent socio-demographic trends (think ‘great
resignation’ and the supposed ‘death-of-the-CBD’). Here,
we pinpoint three key VUCA-related themes, and their
implications as trading trading outcomes are heavily
impacted by profound industry forces.
THEME 1: CAUTIONARY CONTEXT

Continuous data sources (notably IRI’s Shopper
Panel and IRI MarketEdge Scan) reveal ongoing shifts in
consumer demand curves. However, we increasingly find
singular data points signalling point-in-time performance
become problematic if not effectively contextualised. For
example, somewhat modest retail liquor dollar growth of
2.9% in the 52 weeks. to 2/1/’22, and two quarterly dollar
declines mid-year, belies the broader narrative of soaring
off-premise trade throughout the pandemic. That’s more
conspicuously apparent in the prior comparable period
coincided with growth surpassing 16%.
This apparent disconnection is also observable in
Australian grocery where marginal annual growth over the
same timeframe (0.2%) does not reflect the magnitude
of how elevated in-home consumption throughout 2021
considerably exceeded pre-pandemic norms.
Ultimately, the ongoing fluidity in consumer and
shopper lifestyles demands a shift in how performance is
tracked and evaluated. A multi-year lens should be used in
order to obtain a true picture of progress versus the many
circumstantial drivers that have prompted unprecedented
12

demand spikes, channel shifts and brand penetration
changes. It also puts more emphasis on the need for
both ‘prior period’ and ‘year ago’ comparisons in order
to help businesses quickly debunk what, on the surface
level, seems like a genuine shift on format and attribute
preferences. Embedded templates of business reporting
will need adaptation and attention-grabbing singular data
points used with caution.
THEME 2: IMPENDING INFLATION

The global supply chain’s inability to weather a
pandemic is a VUCA reality in the here and now: it is a
combination of interlinked bottlenecks across every cog
of the supply chain. Inflationary pressures, almost akin to a
ticking timebomb, loom large at the end of this complex
chain. In many categories, inflationary pressures have not
yet materially had an impact on baskets like we’ve seen in
the UK for example.
Our headline shopper panel data reveals price
per volume across the total store was up 0.8% in the
four weeks to 2/1/’22, having been in decline across
the full year. And there is significant discrepancy in how
inflationary pressures have, and will continue to, influence
value-volume trajectories. In the last quarter we have
recorded the most significant price-per-volume lifts (all at
least above 5% versus last year) in deli and seafood, fresh
veg., pantry, dairy, red meat and beverages.
It’s not so much that inflation looms: it’s how quickly
a sustained period of price deflation in the supermarket
aisles could turn into decade-high inflation (albeit
following a sustained period of low inflation and low
wage growth). It will be a big adjustment for industry and
shoppers alike. We think the most significant hikes will be
in H1 of the calendar year, especially Q1. Suppliers will
take a small margin hit, and retailers. Shoppers will pay
more. Managing ‘price-pack-architecture’ will be even
more important: we will see some ‘shrinkflation’ and the

By Daniel Bone

Insights Director, IRI

media ready to expose brands using it. Promotions are
likely to be scaled back too; but these decisions should
be data-led.
Throughout 2022 we are likely to see volume sales
fall in some areas, but strong pricing generating higher
sales. Elasticity becomes the watchword here – what
does price sensitivity look like for your categories and
brands and how effectively can you convey that narrative
to your retailer partners when talking price? We advocate
getting on the front foot by including elasticity as a KPI or
success criteria as a way of ensuring pricing discipline.
Despite a downward pressure on FMCG volume
spurred by increased consumer mobility and inflation,
we anticipate low-to-mid single digit growth for
FMCG in 2022, and that will largely be driven by price
increases. Embedded flexible working (whether forced or
preference-based) will also keep at-home consumption
above pre-pandemic norms, but increased consumer
mobility will also boost restaurant sales and consumers
will have a need for more on-the-go products.
Manufacturers should look for balanced growth in
their portfolios across price tiers, including mainstream,
value and private brands and offer a diverse price/pack
architecture to meet these diverging consumer needs.
THEME 3: ENTRENCHED E-COMMERCE

Around 90% of Australians shop online, and we are
doing so more often, with time-pressed families showing
a higher intent to shop more online. This is also apparent
from our panellists in actual recorded online purchases.
Sales trends show online shopping behaviour is
now truly embedded and repeatedly accelerated when
restrictions are imposed for Covid-safe practices. Australians
spent nearly $10 billion extra over the 12 months ending
October 2021; the 32% YOY increase was around five times
faster YOY than overall retail sales growth.
Annual online grocery growth (47%) is offsetting
a decline (1%) in bricks and mortar grocery as a quarter

of households shop online; 25% of online grocery HHs first
grocery shopped online within last year. Necessity again
became the ‘mother-of-adoption’ as online grocery sales
penetration hovers around 7.5% going into early November
– up from around 5.5% before mid-year delta strain
lockdowns. And around 8% of retail liquor sales derived
from a digital transaction with liquor e-commerce is growing
more than three times faster than all off-premise. Winning
the omnichannel shopper is critical, as they tend to spend
more share-of-wallet with a single retailer.
VUCA is apparent again because uncertainty
surrounds the long-term sales penetration trajectory, which
is so heavily shaped by circumstantial factors (most notably
lockdowns). Exactly where online sales penetration peaks
is likely to be influenced by the traction and effectiveness
of new delivery services grounded in reliability, speed,
affordability and flexibility.
Delivering against the seemingly insatiable desire for
immediacy has the potential to evolve FMCG e-commerce
into new shopping missions beyond the larger essentials’
replenishment.
There are clear actionable implications that begin
with systematically measuring omnichannel purchasing
behaviour and ensure it becomes a focal point of retailer
engagement/collaboration. Set the performance goal of
overtrading versus each retailer’s e-commerce results (total
store, department., category, segment, brand). Ramp up
online activations to build stronger e-commerce brand
presence. Drive shopper conversion by optimising the
‘digital shopfront’ with a relentless focus on easy search,
discoverability and enjoyment.
With the Omicron variant still a wildcard, supply chain
issues still a challenge, and inflation potentially peaking
by mid-year, we remain in an unpredictable FMCG
environment, but these three themes are key areas to
address. As such, they provide focus to support ongoing
growth for CPG in 2022.
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PHARMACY PLATFORM

THE CHANGING
FACE OF PHARMACY
AND OUR FUTURE
AS HEALTHCARE
RETAILERS
Some see data.
We see potential.
Powerful insights for action
and growth in FMCG.
As a forward-thinking FMCG business,
you’re driven by a constant desire to innovate
and anticipate your customers’ next move.
However spotting the right opportunities
can sometimes be challenging.

By Andrew Pattinson

Chief Commercial Officer, Pharmacy Platform

At IRI, we make the complex simple.
Powered by our integrated and market-leading
technology, analytics, and Liquid Data™
we work with you to deliver insight and
consulting solutions that help you stay ahead
of the curve and deliver on your customers’
changing needs.
We help you see what’s possible, so you can
pursue your potential.

Find your advantage
iriworldwide.com
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It’s fair to say that the past 12 months has been
one of the most challenging periods in the history
of the pharmacy sector. Like so many industries,
we’ve been hit with new waves of regulation
and legislation, disruptions to supply chains,
and difficulties in attracting and retaining staff.
However, unprecedented times bring with them
unprecedented opportunities. Patient care and
experience is being revolutionised under a
national spotlight, and a changing customer
demographic with a strong appetite for technology
is ready to be served in ways like never before.
A huge 91% of Australians have used a community
pharmacy in the past 12 months (the Pharmacy Guild of
Australia and ‘Orima Research Community Pharmacy 2025

Report’). That’s no surprise, with about 6000 community
pharmacies spread across the country in a way that
ensures all Australians are within close proximity to a
pharmacy, enabling fair and equitable access to medicine
for all.
Pharmacy is one of the few retailers with the ability
to provide health solutions that include both prescription
as well as OTC medicine or retail products: for example, a
blood pressure monitor, to enable better patient outcomes.
Community pharmacies have two income streams, OTC
products and services as well as the dispensary, which is
regulated by the Community Pharmacy Agreement, a joint
initiative of the Pharmacy Guild of Australia and the federal
government.
Given the government regulates the prices for PBS
medicines, pharmacies are price takers rather than price
15
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makers in the medicine market. This means that when
operational costs increase – which they have over the last
12 months due to the need for larger rosters and PPE
requirements – it can be challenging to manage margins
and costs.
At the same time, the National Health Act
1953 (Cth) governs how and where pharmacies can
operate. For example, a pharmacy must be owned by
a pharmacist and can either operate independently or
under a banner arrangement, supported by a brand
head office, which provides buying deals, marketing,
loyalty and other business support programs. Location
rules specify regulation around opening new pharmacies,
through acquiring existing pharmacies or applying
to government for special dispensation based on
community need to ensure equitable access to medicine
on a national level.

Part of the challenge in the past
12 months has been the rapid
change in legislation both
pertaining to medicines and
prescriptions (with plenty of
prescriptions moving online), as
well as keeping up with state and
territory pandemic legislation.
As well as legislative changes and regulation,
our sector is grappling with other challenges a global
pandemic continues to bring. As retailers and essential
service providers, pharmacies stayed open throughout
lockdowns, with mixed results. Some pharmacies,
including those in CBDs and shopping centres saw
significant downturns, while those on high streets saw
success with increased demand and foot traffic, they still
had to weather staff shortages, exposure to illnesses,
and the effects of deep cleans and isolation requirements.
At a macro level, Covid-19 has also brought with it
medicine supply shortages and challenges, with global
supply chains under pressure. As a result, we’re seeing
significant merger and acquisitions activity in the global
and local pharmacy sectors. Changes are afoot in the
wholesale sector, with Wesfarmers in the process of
acquiring API. It’s early days yet; though, and the industry
is looking into what this could mean for the future of
medicine wholesaling.
Another key issue that has been exacerbated by
the coronavirus disease is the evolution of patient care
and experience. Generally, a community pharmacist
is the most accessible healthcare professional for an
individual, particularly in regional areas, where it can
take several weeks to see a GP.
Pharmacies have taken a greater role in supporting
and managing primary care, a role which has never
been more evident than with the national vaccination
rollout. We know that pharmacies act as a ‘coordinator
of care’, alongside allied health professionals, working
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locally with GPs, dietitians, physiotherapists and others,
in order to be part of an individual’s overall care plan. We
expect this service offering to continue to expand, whether
it is supporting patients navigating the NDIS, providing
absence-from-work certifications, or administering
vaccinations.
From a pharmacy perspective, this is a transitional
phase. Only a few years ago, most pharmacies didn’t
have clinic rooms. Now, they’re providing a suite of health
programs including vaccinations, diabetes programs,
and the MedsCheck program, whereby a pharmacist can
sit down and talk with a patient if they’re taking five or
more medications to ensure there are no interactions, as
well as the best ways to take and store their medications.
This program has been incredibly successful at reducing
hospitalisations due to medicine interactivity.
Getting through this transitional period by balancing
the priorities of filling prescriptions, running a retail business
and expanding a service offering, as well as keeping
up with the technology that underpins it all, is key. The
remuneration around all of these aspects is not necessarily
secure, however: a pharmacist is paid less than a GP to
administer a Covid-19 vaccination.
Speaking of remuneration, with discount models
more prevalent, wages have become stagnant while
pressure to deliver a full scope of practice, and therefore
labour costs, has increased. The reality is that there does
remain a shortage of pharmacists and attracting and
retaining staff is a challenge. A number of pharmacy
assistants, who are absolutely crucial in operations and
patient and customer engagement, are questioning their
career choice due to the exposure risk.
More universities than ever are now offering pharmacy,
but almost a third of students do not register as pharmacists
at the end of their internships. Combined with a lack of
career progression and opportunities for ownership, it’s
no surprise that there are challenges within the industry.
Technology can be utilised to offer data insights
and to understand what is happening at the root level.
This can be used to address key problem areas that have
been identified and, importantly, offer a solution. Surge
Singh, the co-founder of online pharmacy locum platform
Locumate, says that artificial intelligence is the way of the
future when it comes to pharmacy students.
“Machine learning can play a key role in
understanding the traits and skill sets and how to align
them with rates and career paths,” he said. “This can be
further utilised to assist universities to ensure students
are better equipped for the ever-changing workforce.”
Of course, at the core of any pharmacy’s success is
recognition of and adaptation to a changing customer
demographic. Australia has an ageing population, and
the recent Royal Commission into Aged Care Quality and
Safety outlined specifically the opportunities for pharmacies
and how they can support our ageing community.

A robust multichannel strategy, giving customers
a streamlined experience of offline and online
touchpoints, is a must. It’s obvious that technology is
changing the face of healthcare: prescriptions can be
uploaded and sent to a pharmacy online, which can
then store those scripts digitally.
We’ve seen some strong differentiated models
emerge, which are improving the health of people.
For example, an app called MedAdvisor manages
your scripts or an elderly relative’s scripts, all from
your phone. The implementation of technology as an
enabler to patient outcomes is critical to integrating
with in-store operations.

With technology also comes a
more educated population.
We’re seeing a fundamental
shift in healthcare, with far more
patient empowerment: decisions
are now often led by patients
rather than doctors.

While the past year has been tumultuous, I
believe that the future holds significant opportunities
for pharmacies as healthcare retailers.

Our industry has started the
evolution from retail into health
provision – a change process which
has been accelerated by Covid-19.
For the first time, pharmacies have come into
national attention with an ongoing role in vaccination
and support. The real question going forward is how
pharmacists, as the most accessible health professional
for many Australians, can continue to grow into and
solidify this new and expanding role. Watch this space.
Pharmacy Platform supports community pharmacies
through their differentiated offering of brands, technology,
people and platforms, to deliver improved margin, customer
growth, professional services delivery and better pathways
to automation. Pharmacy Platform supports more than 1000
pharmacies across a suite of marketing, professional services
and data analytics support programs.

At the same time, appealing to
the next generation of informed
consumers is critical.
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THE FUTURE AT
YOUR CONVENIENCE

By Corinne Barclay

CMA, Convenience Measures Australia

CMA is a leading provider of research
for the convenience channel in
Australia. Established in 2016, we focus
on delivering insights into the channel
combining our extensive knowledge of
the market with more than 20 years’
experience in FMCG companies.
We provide syndicated programs to the
industry that have created a common language
for both retailers and suppliers to use. This
includes our annual Shopper Report, which
focuses on the end user and understanding
their behaviour and influences in order to
deliver shopper-focused category plans. It also
includes our biannual benchmarking program,
which drives discussion and collaboration
between retailers and suppliers to improve
business relationships.
We support the industry association through
multifaceted research methodologies
covering various issues and concerns as well
as supporting change and improvement. We
have been providing input into ACCS ‘State of
Industry Report’ for many years and are about
to write and present the fifth consecutive report
this year.
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Last year was another mixed one for the
convenience channel, following the challenges
faced by all retailers in 2020. The year kicked off
positively, with most assuming that the horrors of
the previous year were behind us and, although
shopping behaviour was not back to previous
levels, it was certainly closer to them than in 2020.
Foot traffic picked up in particular in the first half of
the year, driving growth across traditional convenience
categories. Beverages, hot coffee, food-on-the-go,
confectionery and snacking all saw growth driven by
changing shopper missions. Although visit frequency was
not back to pre-pandemic levels, average basket spend
increased.
The commencement of the pandemic in 2020 saw
convenience stores used for very different reasons than in
the past. In particular, the top-up mission and purchasing
grocery items increased as shoppers looked to stay as
close to home as possible. This habit extended into 2021
and, despite the penetration of these missions declining
slightly, this was more of a result of households becoming
more organised with their shopping than trying to avoid
stores.
Much has been said about the growth of shopping
locally, and this was an evident contributor to the success
of convenience last year. In addition to this desire, staying
close to home was very important to consumers. This
increased in relevance into the second half of 2021 as we
saw our two major states face extensive lockdowns.
The use of convenience stores in 2021 helped
to increase trust and the perception of the offer for
shoppers, translating into extending their missions and

the categories shoppers bought into. There was a
strong sense of security in the Covid-safe measures,
with convenience being rated higher by shoppers than
all other channels, supermarkets included.
Fuel remained the highest driver of foot traffic
into stores, yet the increased trust in stores drove more
meal occasions and growth in food on-the-go. This
despite many still working from home as convenience
stores offered a valid alternative of hot coffee and
food to nearby shoppers.
The channel was hit heavily in the second half of
2021, with the two major states being in lockdown.

Foot traffic declined
dramatically as the driving
category for visiting stores: fuel
was not required as frequently.
This drop in footfall naturally had
a flow-on effect with sales.
This industry is a combination of small and
independent operators as well as company-owned sites.
For this reason, the approach to sustainability is
varied. While it is considered an integral part of the
future and the success of the channel going forward,
the focus is mostly driven by those corporate fuel
providers. Each of these has a focus and plan to
deliver outcomes that include reducing emissions,
clean energy, supporting staff and communities and
conducting safe and responsible business.
For smaller and store-based operations, retailers
rely on their supplier partners to support their

sustainability objective by providing products that are
sustainably sourced and packaging that is recyclable.
Many work closely with suppliers in order to understand
their plans and ensure that they align with their own
business goals.
Looking ahead, there is no reason to believe that
this trust and growth in the channel will change. As the
pandemic has transformed the way we live and work,
we expect a lot of these changes to become part of our
‘new normal’. Equally, we expect to see the increased
use of convenience for top-up and meal missions to
continue while, at the same time, the traditional use for
convenience should remain strong.
Fuel will continue to be a major driver contributing
to foot traffic in the near future until EVs (electric vehicles)
become a regular part of Australian life.
As shoppers have come to learn that convenience
stores offer not only convenience in times of emergency,
but also convenience in their own areas, we expect
the extension of missions and uses for convenience to
continue. As we see in overseas markets where food plays
an integral part in the offer, convenience in Australia will
continue to evolve their goods to improve and satisfy
many new meal and snacking occasions.
In addition, the growth of home-delivery was
especially evident at the start of the pandemic and has
evolved throughout 2021 as more retailers participated
in this offer. Offering another level of convenience to
shoppers and ensuring that trusted favourites, as well as
last-minute needs, are available to all even when they
cannot get to a store.
As the pandemic continues to throw challenges
at us, including the widespread rate of isolation, delivery
will play a crucial role in the future of this channel.
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Delivering Insights.
Driving Change.

LIQUOR RETAIL,
RESILIENT IN
TOUGH TIMES

CMA is a full service research agency providing
quality insights through Shopper, Business and
Consumer research, allowing you to create the
best strategy for your business.

By Brydie Allen

Editor, National Liquor News
CONSULTING

ONLINE

PANELS

FACE TO FACE

FOCUS GROUPS

We are a leading provider of Insights for the Convenience Channel
in Australia by combining our extensive knowledge of the market
with over 20 years experience in FMCG companies.
Our services extend beyond syndicated studies and
we offer multiple methodologies designed to suit your
brief and targeted outcomes. Call us today about your
research needs and see how we can help you.
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For Australia’s wider liquor industry, 2021 was a
mixed bag of a year. The COVID-19 pandemic and
its associated restrictions have continued to cause
a lot of business to shift from venues into liquor
retail, as consumers recreate experiences in their
own homes. In 2021, this allowed many retailers to
cycle the growth experienced in 2020.
A number of product and shopper trends have
influenced the off-premise liquor industry last year with
lasting impressions expected in 2022. In the recently
released National Liquor News Industry Leaders Forum,
we interviewed a range of retailers, suppliers, wholesalers,
associations, analysts and researchers connected to
the liquor industry, and they painted a picture of such
influences in play and how they will endure.

ENDURING PRODUCT TRENDS

During the start of the pandemic in Australia in
2020, as lockdowns closed venues and borders, consumers
demonstrated increased exploration in their bar carts
at home, mixing up their favourite cocktails from their
favourite bars and experimenting with top shelf products
they usually wouldn’t buy. This significantly fed the
premiumisation movement, driving growth especially
in premium and super-premium spirits.
The home cocktail and premiumisation trends
continued in earnest through much of 2021, showing
that consumers had really connected to elevated home
experiences. 2020 explorations had taught them lasting
lessons about the potential of certain beverages.
Another movement that has been gathering speed in
recent years is the ‘better for you’ trend, where consumers
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seek out options that are more closely aligned with their
health and wellbeing values. Of course, alcohol could
never be classified as a health product, nor should it be
viewed that way. People are simply changing their choices
in order to moderate certain areas of their consumption,
whether it be alcohol content, calories or sugar.

Last year the no and low alcohol
market exploded, with countless
new beer, wine, RTD and spirit
alternatives readily available.
More high quality, sophisticated
and adult options in this space,
combined with the growing sober
curious movement spurred by
events like Dry July, is beginning to
slowly dismantle the stigma against
people choosing not to drink.
In fact, Australian consumption levels continue to
be at 50 year lows. In 2021, despite some research showing
the number of people who drink alcohol has increased,
wastewater monitoring shows the amount of alcohol
consumed overall has decreased. And the latest research
commissioned by DrinkWise notes that low and no alcohol
products are helping consumers moderate this alcohol intake.
Other areas that consumers are looking to
moderate include carbs, calories, sugar and preservatives.
In response, brands have released new products and
extensions on existing lines that hero these qualities, and
have even launched a new category in Australia. Alcohol or
‘hard’ seltzers arrived in late 2020 and absolutely took off
in 2021, taking shelf space from the likes of cider and other
more traditional RTDs. The seltzer reign is not predicted to
end anytime soon – according to a new report, the global
hard seltzer market will hit US$49.4bn by 2028.
ENDURING SHOPPER TRENDS

The most successful liquor retailers in the past year
have been the ones that have had a solid online presence
- online shopping has been the driver of growth for a
multitude of suppliers and retailers in liquor.

However unlike some other
sectors, online is not replacing the
in-store experience altogether.
Data from GrowthScope identified that many online
shoppers still prefer to pick up in-store, with the click and
collect model showing potential especially for stores where
there is easy parking out front. Endeavour Group have
seen it work well at Dan Murphy’s stores, for example, and
have built out seamless and contactless pick up and drive
through models at some of its stores.
The popularity of online is being driven by a general
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thirst amongst consumers for ‘better’ shopping experiences,
and liquor retailers are taking note. Banner groups and big
box chains alike are focusing on personalisation and loyalty,
areas which consumers are reacting well to. For example,
rewards-based promotions and personalised offers have
been noted by many retailers and researchers to perform
better than purely discount-based promotions and ‘one
size fits all’ approaches.
Shoppers have also reacted well to educational
elements of the in-store or online liquor retail experience.
The greatest potential for the year ahead in this area
is education that is relatable and easily connects with
consumers. In-store material using simple language is
already proving to be more effective than traditional
tasting notes or information that makes it less likely for
shoppers to feel confident trying something new. Using
QR codes, near field communication or even in-store
experts to communicate this information makes this
process even easier.
A CONNECTION TO CONSUMER VALUES

Liquor news
straight to
your inbox
For the latest liquor retail
news, subscribe to the
National Liquor News
e-newsletter

The pandemic has made consumers re-evaluate what
is most important, and they’re aligning their shopping
choices accordingly.

In the liquor industry, the values
that are influencing consumers
are similar to the wider
retail industry, and include
sustainability, diversity, and social
consciousness, to name a few.
Another significant value-driven trend that will
continue to make a solid impact on liquor is the shop
local movement. Many retailers are noting a ‘return to the
local’, as consumers opt to support small and independent
businesses in their area, with price less of a concern for
these customers.
What this value-driven retail has shown the liquor
industry, alongside the other trends listed above, is that
cost is not the only element behind shopper decisions. It
still plays a part, but with the right strategy, liquor retailers
have realised they can find new points of difference to
compete with stores that may have lower prices.
SUMMARY

While all these trends will be ones to watch in the
year ahead, their impact will be controlled by some factors
outside of the liquor industry’s control – regulation, and
supply chain issues.
The Omicron variant will continue to disrupt the
supply chains of the liquor industry, especially at the start
of the year, while different jurisdictions assess changes to
liquor regulation, particularly in areas like online retail and
delivery. But what the last two years have shown is that
united the industry is strong and resilient – we expect to
see retail businesses pivot in reaction to these challenges
with great success.

https://theshout.com.au/
national-liquor-news/subscribe/
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HARNESSING DATA
IN THE HARDWARE
CHANNEL TO MANAGE
SALES GROWTH AND
LABOUR SHORTAGES
During the pandemic, Australia’s $26.8 billion
hardware and building supplies industry
experienced unprecedented growth as
homeowners channelled their discretionary
spending towards home renovations, household maintenance and DIY projects.
Incentives such as home-builder stimulus packages,
low interest rates and the need to create a better
work-from-home environment, resulted in Australians
reportedly spending a record $1 billion a month on
their homes. In fact, Australia’s building industry is so
strong that the nation’s contribution to the residential
construction market is ranked fifth highest in the world
according to Oxford Economics.
Global demand for building products, from timber
to tapware, is currently at record levels and global supply
chain bottlenecks are continuing to cause significant
delays and stock shortages. The issue is unlikely to
ease any time soon. While the pandemic has slowed
manufacturing and created chaos for global shipping
logistics, the challenges for hardware retailers have been
further compounded by local labour shortages, which
are being acutely felt on the shop floor.
While many retailers have invested heavily in
digital transformation strategies, including omnichannel
structures and eCommerce platforms, the majority of
retail spending is still conducted in a physical store.
The field marketing industry is playing an integral
role in providing staff resources to help with store
replenishment and support the significant rise in click
and collect, which peaked during lockdowns. While
on the surface, some challenges can be solved with
additional labour, effectively deploying and harnessing
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talent to maximise opportunities requires both smarter
planning systems and data insights. Analysing data to
identify sell-through opportunities and shape strategic
outcomes for brands is critical in effectively managing the
constantly shifting retail hardware landscape.
The combination of hardware sales and stock
availability data, plus insights gathered from field
teams, is proving invaluable for brands and retailers.
Used strategically, this data can help a business better
understand product movements within their categories,
allowing manufacturers to quickly react to, and benefit
from, shifts in shopper habits.
TRANSITIONING OUT OF THE HIBERNATION ECONOMY

With lockdown restrictions lifted and customers
returning to stores in bigger numbers, retailers are still
recovering and struggling to keep up. The supply chain
logistics and labour shortage issues are expected to
continue for some time, which means retailers need to
adapt in order to manage their stock levels and forecast
accurately. This is currently a key pressure point for the
hardware retail sector.
To achieve the best possible outcome, key sets of
data are used to identify trends and draw conclusions.
These data collection points include the supplier’s monthly
KPI reports; weekly inventory reports from a retailer, such
as Bunnings; and retail activation data collected based
on the activity conducted in-store via field teams. These
figures are then overlaid with information from a range of
other sources to help optimise in-store execution.
Data visibility is critical in helping the hardware
sector increase productivity and buffer the impact of rising
inflation. While Australian household savings, which are
currently at record levels, may help maintain consumer

By Polly Yule

Managing Director, CROSSMARK Asia Pacific

confidence and cushion the impact of rising interest
rates, being data-centric is the key to retail success.
USING DATA TO RESPOND TO MARKET TRENDS

Data analysis tracks trending information over
time to help make informed decisions regarding
product-on-hand versus actual store volume. This
provides the ability to ascertain quickly and easily
which stores are carrying too little stock compared
to the actual level of sales transactions or, conversely,
whether a store is carrying too much stock for too few
sales. Immediate action can then be taken to migrate
those stores into the optimal zone. In hardware, the
mix between commercial-trade sales and householder
sales is critical data for balanced stock levels and
promotional targeting.
Using these insights to help manage stock
levels and assist with accurate forecasting requires
both data analysis and industry experience. Identifying
sales trends and operational inefficiencies allows
companies to act quickly to implement change from
the floor up. If used with speed and agility, data can
be transformational for a company’s bottom line.
While current retail trends are largely driven
by the surge in eCommerce, it is surprising that

So few companies are yet to fully
grasp the fundamental basics of
data and the impact of
accurate reporting.
In many instances, this includes mining and analysing data that may already exist but is not being

accessed or used effectively. Nor is the concept of
collaboration with field teams being maximized by many
supplier companies.
However, data is only useful if it is accurate and with
transparent reporting processes in place. Many brands
encounter roadblocks when it comes to capturing goodquality data.

Incomplete, outdated, inaccurate
or inconsistent data can have a
somewhat negative impact on
crucial decision-making, which can
be problematic when anomalies are
detected between stores.
Finding out who has good data and the ability of
analysis should be a part of any hardware-related strategic
planning. Ultimately, the objective is to have the right
stock in the right place at the right time. Using data to
set stock weights in-store increases the productivity of
a brand’s inventory to help maximise sales.
Retail success requires embracing data-driven tactics
and utilising the expertise of hardware industry experts
who can create strategic programs that are effective and
efficient. This is essential to retailers that rely on suppliers
to process orders and stock balances.
As one of the biggest field-marketing agencies in Australia,
CROSSMARK has established a reputation for its in-house
business intelligence team that creates data -driven
deployment tactics that deliver agile sales strategies.
SOURCES [1], [2], [3]
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AUSTRALIA’S CONSUMER
ACTIVISTS DEMAND
CHANGE, AND RETAILERS
ARE LISTENING
By Polly Yule

Managing Director, CROSSMARK Asia Pacific

Australia’s retail sector has taken major strides
in reducing its impact on the environment. Green
initiatives that significantly improve supermarket
sustainability have become more commonplace,
thanks in large part to the passionate call from
environmental advocacy groups for widespread
behavioural change.
Consumer activism has grown louder and ethical
shopping has become less of an ideological trend and more
of a societal necessity. Major retailers have taken notice
of the public’s concern for how we integrate consumerism
in the developed world with minimising its impact on
the planet. And, as a result, greater investment is being
prioritised for ethically sourced goods, energy efficiency,
sustainable packaging and minimising food waste.
This can be seen through Australia’s rising
prominence on the world stage for sustainable retailing.
According to the World Benchmarking Alliance, Coles
ranks second highest of 62 food retailers worldwide
for sustainability. Such a ranking was achieved through
initiatives such as Coles’ improvements to its packaging
sustainability framework criteria and ‘R3’ packaging
strategy of ‘redesign, recycle and reimagine’. Coles also
spread awareness to Coles Own Brand suppliers by
developing an education and development webinar, to
help improve understanding of sustainable packaging in
line with the retailer’s national 2025 targets.
Australian retailers seem to be growing into global
industry icons in sustainability, but there is still a lot of work
left to be done. It was revealed that only 26% of the 350
companies assessed in the global food and agriculture
sector are setting holistic time-bound targets as part
of a sustainable development strategy. This is despite
the numerous benefits of sustainable investment, such
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as improved customer perception and business model
costs. These benefits are not just social perception,
but measurable data. According to the NYU Stern‘s
Sustainable Market Share Index, “sustainable actions pay
off and a positive link exists between environmental, social
and governance, and financial performance.”
With clear evidence that the messages of consumer
activism carry value not just for ethical shoppers and the
environment but for the bottom line, Australian retailers,
including the grocery sector, are working to promote
themselves as environmentally conscious organisations.
This will take the form of initiatives that will roll out over
the coming years, serving ethical shoppers and changing
the norms of the current supply chain process.
So, what are the fruits of the consumer activist’s
labour? Following are five emerging trends that will
nurture the rise of the ethical shopper.
GREATER ATTENTION TO THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Retailers are minimising their carbon footprint by reducing
waste and investing in their circular capabilities, such as
sharing, leasing, reusing, repairing and recycling existing
items for as long as possible. Woolworths, for example,
encourages customers in Tasmania to bring their own
containers to the supermarket’s deli, meat and seafood
counters, while German retail giant Schwarz Group
announced it is expanding its investment in circularity
capabilities for its waste management, packaging and
recycling business.
IMPROVING CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND GREEN CSR

Many retailers are eager to prove their commitment to a
sustainable future by moving past individual programs and
formalising a sustainable corporate culture. This is done
by staying accountable to policy, advocacy and public

pressure through policy review and reform that stays
visible to government, investors and consumers.
Committed to refining their supply chain and therefore
admitting improvement was necessary, two leading supermarkets
in Germany in Portugal launched an initiative to promote
intercultural cooperation by establishing more comprehensive
workforce integration systems for migrant workers.
RENEWABLE ENERGY

Some retailers are seeking to operate within a carbonneutral economy and have introduced renewable
energy solutions across several areas of the refining
chain, including manufacturing, distribution and stores.
Retailers such as Coles have set net-zero 2050 targets
and will achieve 100% renewable energy by the end of
FY25 and for net-zero emissions.
According to The REenergise 2020 Corporate
Renewable Snapshot, the drive for sustainable energy
solutions is growing quickly. It found that retailers had
almost doubled the clean energy commitments of any
other industry with 1146MW of wind/solar: enough to
power 533,021 homes and create 2063 clean energy jobs.
ETHICAL TREATMENT OF SUPPLIERS

Supplier relations—especially in Australia, where
farmers are revered as a vital part of the economy—is a
topic of particular focus for ethical shoppers. Australians
are aware that farmers are often the first victims in
supermarket wars that result in lower prices that negatively
affect product value.Fortunately, this issue has not been
ignored, and supermarkets have reviewed their prices and
established codes to ensure suppliers are treated fairly.
In November 2021, Woolworths raised the price of
its private-label milk, citing “farmgate milk prices have
increased significantly over the past two years”. This is

expected to lighten the pressure to reduce prices paid
to suppliers, and it therefore reduces the risk to pay
and conditions. Some supermarkets have also shown
commitment by hiring an arbiter to maintain compliance
of the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission’s
‘Food and Grocery Code of Conduct’. The role is
designed to ensure active attention is constantly directed
toward relationships between retailers and suppliers,
helping to maintain fair, transparent and mutually
beneficial partnerships.

The retail landscape is no longer
a one-way transaction between
retailers and consumers.
With greater scrutiny on environmental impact
and supply chains, Australian retailers must operate with
a greater sense of responsibility to their customers and
of their larger role in society. Fortunately, it seems we are
gradually getting on the right track.
As suppliers and manufacturers adjust and expand
their product range, packaging and sourcing to meet the
increasing demand from consumers for ethically sourced
and sustainable solutions, it is imperative that, once
launched, the product is supported in retail and given
the best opportunity to thrive.
CROSSMARK, provide specific retail activation
strategies that focus on the first 13 weeks of a product’s
retail life, maximising on-shelf availability and promotional
opportunities. A key factor in the support of any new
product is capturing data and insights to assist in ranging
discussions and deliver a targeted activation strategy.
Overlaying the retail execution results with demographic
and sales data, we are able to curate a store and SKUspecific activation plan to maximise sales opportunities.
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LOOKING AT THE
CHINKS IN THE
SUPPLY CHAIN
By Terry Page

AIM Principal Western Australia

There are numerous issues facing the
population during this unprecedented
pandemic period. The disruption to families
with vaccination, lock-downs, isolation, masks
and the explosion of QR codes takes its toll
on several levels. Many services have been
overstretched and, in some cases, collapsed
as capability and capacity are tested.
For the retail industry, these disruptions
have manifested themselves in numerous
ways, subsequently causing issue that
were unforeseen and very difficult to fix with
incredibly short notice. The key issues, at
least some of them relating to the supply
chain, are explained herein.
SUPPLY CHAIN RISK MANAGEMENT

Human fallibility in pandemics is the biggest
risk to global supply chains. Workers essential for
handling goods were quarantined or furloughed as
COVID-19 entered the workforce in 2019.
Other workers found themselves furloughed
when businesses closed or were directed by
employers to work from home, in turn pushing home
market categories beyond production budgets.
Internet technology and home improvement suppliers
welcomed additional sales, but upstream component
and ingredient suppliers came under increased
pressure to provide suitable ingredients or services.
DRIVER SHORTAGE

Driverless heavy vehicles may well be the future
of global supply chains, but global trade is in dire
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need of drivers’ bums on seats right now to deliver goods.
Newly qualified drivers are especially required to
fix the declining numbers of senior-age heavy haulage
drivers, who appear increasingly deterred by compliance
requirements. Heavy haulage wages are also at odds with
overly generous payments offered by the mining sector.
Overseas, British petrol stations found themselves
short of fuel. It was widely reported in 2021 that 100,000
drivers would be required to service their many bowsers.
Brexit, indeed, created the initial driver shortage in that
country. It was, however, the pandemic that finally led
large numbers of European drivers on visas to return, as
carers, to their home countries to be with sick relatives
and families in need.
SHIPPING CONTAINER SHORTAGE

If you were to rank humanity’s most consequential
inventions, chances are that shipping containers wouldn’t
rate a mention. The bland metallic boxes could never
compete with the likes of the wheel, printing press and the
internet, etc. This is incorrect, according to Anna Nagurney,
operations management expert at the University of
Massachusetts. (ABC RN 27/1/21)

World trade economics and
agreements rely on mass movement
of goods, approximately 90% by ship,
between manufacturer and importer
in the most efficient manner.
There’s no better example than to witness a large ship
entering or leaving port with many thousands of containers
aboard, commonly referred to as boxes or TEUs. Shipping

companies are now designing ships which carry in excess
of 20,000 containers snugly stacked on deck and below.
The Ever Green shipping line operates a number
of container ships. It received unwelcome publicity during
2021 when one of its ships, Ever Given, spent six days aground
in the Suez Canal. This was a clear demonstration of supply
chain failure.
The cost in spoilage and supply delay from the Ever
Given is still being counted, as is the cost incurred to the
many ships diverted or held up in the same waterway.

Manufacturers of many goods
pulled back on production forecasts
early during the pandemic, being
unable to obtain necessary
ingredients and packaging.
Other suppliers, such as the Champagne region
in northern France, lowered their output, fearing an
oversupply that would depreciate Champagne’s prices.
Semiconductor suppliers came under increased pressure
from internet technology companies endeavoring to
fill their orders from ‘at home workers’, all wanting
performance upgrades, commercial Zoom quality, etc.
Home worker orders boosted sales for laptops, printers,
white goods generally, operating workspace, decorations
and general home improvements, etc.
Desperately needed containers are sitting idle,
contributing tenfold increases in shipping costs to global
importers and downstream customers.
The estimated container number in use worldwide
is 20 million, with a forecast annual new container supply
of five million boxes (pre-pandemic 2.5 million).

PALLET SHORTAGE

Hardwood pallets provide the bedrock for
efficient handling of goods during B2B transit and
while warehoused. Road and rail transport systems are
configured for standard pallet measurement, ensuring
best-cost efficient delivery. Brambles-owned CHEP is one
of Australia’s biggest pallet suppliers, controlling vast
numbers of pallet returns daily to ensure conversion for
repeat use.
CHEP was so concerned late 2021, stating: “As
you are aware, the unprecedented and unpredictable
shifts in supply chains arising from the Covid-19 pandemic
have resulted in higher inventory levels being held on
pallets in warehoused buffer stock with the decline in
pallet returns our service centres are unable to provide
full supply to customers.”
EXHAUST EMISSION

Trucks are essential in supply chain movement.
Most likely these are diesel-fuelled trucks with exhaust
emission control systems incorporated, as legislated,
to meet government environmental targets.
The emission control system will not function without
two simple ingredients, deionised water plus urea: a product
referred to as AdBlue.
AdBlue is injected into the exhaust gases in small
amounts, converting nitrogen oxide into nitrogen, which
is then vented as acceptable exhaust. Global supply
pressures stemming from increased domestic use overseas
has led to international issues in securing refined urea,
the key ingredient in AdBlue. Australia imports 80% of its
refined urea.
DOWNSTREAM INFLATION

Cost efficiencies are compromised when supply chains
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are broken, creating a formula for downstream inflation.
As reported recently in business pages, IKEA
(beneficiary of mass global goods supply chain
efficiencies) warned that recent

pandemic-fuelled shortages
and shipping challenges will ramp
up inflation and pinch economies
globally, with consumers
increasingly feeling the bite,
and no anticipated relief in
the foreseeable future.
IKEA franchisor (Inter IKEA Group) reportedly
absorbed costs amounting to $389 million across 2021
due to these logistic tensions, which were exacerbated
by the rebound in demand after the first phase of the
pandemic. IKEA says it will increase its prices around
the world by an average of 9%.
DOMESTIC IMPACT

Australian retail channels have historically benefited
from access to overseas goods and packaging via global
trade deals and relationships, maintaining competitive
domestic pricing against locally made goods. This competitive
edge is most often supported by ‘just in time supply

REVENUE GROWTH MANAGEMENT

chain’, which is now questionable in times of a pandemic.
Every Australian state and territory relies on interstate
and local freight arteries with goods delivered B2B and
often on-forwarded to regional markets intrastate. Each
move being affected by the same logistics issues created
upstream.
As part of their services to the industry, state-based
broker offices have proved essential in negotiating
longer delivery lead times with buyers and promotion
management, boosting DC buffer stock and promotional
back up.
A chain of supply information is carried by field
teams, keeping stores informed on supply issues and
reslotted promotion schedules to minimise incidence
of empty shelves and maintaining oxygen flow through
the checkout.
This is backed up with the essential additional
manpower that field teams provide, both during
the pandemic and when times are ‘normal’. Senior
management in retail, as well as our government leaders,
have acknowledged the work of the outsourced workers
and openly included them in their ‘essential worker’
listings. A powerful force of an estimated 25,000 part
-time and casual teams, covering the entire country.
This is the perfect time for companies that need
faster and more accurate store level actions to be
discussing options with Activate Group members.

HOW FMCG
MANUFACTURERS
CAN MAINTAIN
RELEVANCE IN
A WORLD OF
EXPONENTIAL
CHANGE

When it comes toWA, nobody knows FMCG like me.
By Steven Bean

Director of Revenue Growth Management

Asia, Middle East & Africa, Mondelēz International

It has always been a challenge for FMCG
manufacturers to keep pace with change.
We rarely have the luxury of maintaining status
quo, given the pace with which we respond to
the needs of our market. In today’s world of
exponential change, it could be argued that
we need a little help if we are going to keep up.
When it comes to FMCG brand activation and retail marketing in Western Australia, there’s no one more experienced than Terry Page.
With 28 years of senior management, as both a supply partner and brokerage principal, he’s considered somewhat of a FMCG oracle.
And being based in Perth, you can be assured that Terry has his finger-on-the-pulse of the decidedly parochial Western Australian
marketplace. Equally important, as Chairman of AIM, the agile and high-performing Australian retail marketing network, Terry also
delivers valuable national marketplace insights and actions for his clients.
You can connect with Terry here >
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Twenty years ago, manufacturers had a well-defined
role in enabling category growth. We were category
experts, providing analysis and insight to understand
drivers of growth. We established brands and supported
them with investment to drive consumer spend. We sent
teams into stores, where they built displays to entice an
impulse purchase.

Today … technology, data and analytics has evolved
exponentially, leading to entire industries of specialised
capabilities. Digital-savvy consumers can identify and
easily access a broad repertoire of brands to meet every
need. Shoppers are making decisions at multiple points
of purchase on a regular basis without ever leaving their
homes, and our retail partners are responding to this, often
through system or supply chain solutions that are less reliant
on manufacturer inputs. None of which changes the role of
a manufacturer, but it does add complexity, expectations,
competition and barriers to success. Add a pandemic to
the mix and these challenges not only accelerate, they also
become unpredictable.
So how do we remain relevant and continue to deliver
growth in response? The answer does not lie in walking
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away from insights, brand building and collaboration.
At best, that would leave us at a competitive disadvantage
with other manufacturers. At worst, it leaves us without
a clear path to growth in an industry that, despite
accelerated change, still sees those things as hygiene
factors. There must be a way forward that allows us to
maintain our role and therefore maintain ownership of
our own future growth.

The answer lies in leveraging
changing dynamics and
capabilities rather than defending
against and/or mastering every
element of them. I lead a team,
but no one expects me to be the
best analyst, the most proficient
technician, the most convincing
salesperson and the most efficient
planner in the team.
They expect me to ensure the right capability is
available and applied in the right way to deliver the
right outcome. If the team’s effectiveness was limited by
my personal capacity, we would not succeed. In today’s
industry dynamic, we need to have agile business models

that operate in the same fashion. We need to tap into the
capability we see around us, rather than manage change
within previously established capabilities.
I recall when we first considered using data science
and advanced analytics to support commercial planning.
External expertise was necessary because we had no
knowledge of data science, how to apply it or what we
should expect it to deliver. We didn’t have the luxury of
making major investments in our own capability because
we didn’t have the knowledge to guide those decisions.
We had to rely on outside help.
We found many third-party providers whose expertise
was data science, but none of them understood the ‘real life’
variables that influenced the algorithms they were building.
They bought a specific skillset to the table, but it was not
a complete solution without our own capability to guide it.
No one in the room had all the answers or an established
blueprint to follow. We just knew it was a big opportunity
and there was mutual benefit in figuring it out together.
We have since completed many collaborations, pilots
and projects with companies of this nature. We have external
partners that understand our business and industry better,
as well as how to apply their expertise effectively on our
behalf. We collectively know a lot about what does or does
not work and we have learned how to put that into practice
by developing real life solutions. We are a more capable
business in our own right, with a strong foundation to
support data science-enabled growth. In essence,

We leveraged external capability
to close a gap, rather than allow it
to become a competitive impact.
This mindset can be applied to almost any area of
change and complexity: eg, consultants to support strategic
development, marketing agencies to inform portfolio
expansion, external manufacturers to produce new formats,
sales force agencies to support channel expansion. In
every example we close gaps and improve our chances of
success, without overcommitting to the opportunities and
risks. An ideal outcome for any organisation in this situation
is to build capability in a sustainable fashion while ensuring
flexibility to change courses dependent on business needs.
Most importantly, the industry expertise we valued so
highly 20 years ago is still the primary factor in making this
work. It is the key to deciding where we need help, who
can help and the best way to apply it. It will be category
knowledge that applies correct weighting to advanced
algorithms. It will be marketing that unlocks growth through
the digital path to purchase. It will be a core business plan
that guides modelling for sales force effectiveness. We are
not giving up ownership or creating a reliance or falling
behind. We are still steering our own path forward and
making our own decisions. Like the leader of a team, we are
establishing what is required to be successful, then ensuring
we have the right people with the right capabilities applied
in the right way to deliver the greatest outcome.

So, to the original question, how do we remain
relevant in the face of exponential change?

The first thing is to realise that
change is not a threat in and of
itself; it is the failure to understand
and/or respond to changes that
causes problems.
Go and find those that are driving the change or
go and speak to those that are best equipped to deal
with it. Engage their services, ask them for help and learn
from them. Understand the change and what it means
for you. With their support, you can find an answer to this
question.
We often hear third-party help framed as a binary
approach: ‘Should I build resource internally or should I
leverage third party expertise?’ The reality is that questions
of that nature don’t come with easy answers. You could use
external or you could leverage both or you could make the
upfront investment in your own capability. Sometimes the
answer will be a combination of all three. Sometimes you
will have different needs at different times across different
work streams. Given the current pace of change, you will
need to make that decision repeatedly. At the very least,
ensure you have the help you need to make those decisions
correctly, then build your own path forward from there.

Influencing the future of the Australian Retail Industry

The extent that the Joe Berry Award influences the future of the Australian Retail Industry is
often overlooked. The Award not only identifies high-level talent from within the industry but
it opens the door for many young people to express and expose their talents.
Come to dinner and meet with these talented young executives and many of your industry peers.

JOE BERRY

AWARD
Dinner

“The reason we are called Master Mentor is found in the definition.”

Master

Mentor

Having or showing very great
skill or proficiency, having
acquired complete knowledge
or skill and know how to gain
control and overcome.

An experienced and trusted
adviser; to advise or train. The
ability to successfully lead
others to a chosen or desired
destination.

Get access to many years of experience within business
and public activities, enveloped with years of professional
development practice. Discover how you can become a master
of your own career.

Secure a table at the Joe Berry Award Presentation
Dinner, Randwick Racecourse.
June 23rd 2022 and treat your team to an unique
experience and a fun night.

The industry’s leading Master Mentor Program has limited
spaces available for individuals and team bookings! Book your
first 30-minute live introduction with a mentor at no cost to you.

mentor@mastermentor.com.au
32 0418 888 683

Apply Here
www.mastermentor.com.au

Let’s accelerate your career
and amplify your success.

23/06
June 23rd, 2022 | Randwick Racecourse

The Award allow those sponsoring and supporting to have access to thousands of hours of research
and well-presented papers on issues that face the industry today.
www.joeberryaward.com.au
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY:
GETTING THE
BALANCE RIGHT
By Matt Llloyd

Managing Director and CEO, Strikeforce

Cognisant with the well-reported disruption
experienced since early 2020, particularly the
impact on, though not exclusively, the grocery
channel, the need for brands to engage with
best-in-class field representation has never
been more important.
In early 2020, “business as usual” went out the
window as shoppers, often driven by fear of missing
out and media reports about panic buying, cleared
shelves of essential items.

The focus went almost overnight
from brand building activations,
encompassing promotional
activities such as off-location
displays, to simply ensuring
stock made it from the loading
bay onto shelves in sufficient
quantities to meet demand.
The dynamics of field activation changed and
the impact, as we are all aware, on resource and
product availability was astounding.
We are expecting similar outcomes due to
the Omicron variant furloughing staff and including
the reintroduction of buying limits on certain
supermarket items. Not to mention that brand
owners need to get their previously loyal shoppers
back from their now widened buying repertoire:
shoppers driven by having to buy brands that are
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available in the first place, as opposed to simply
their preferred methods.
This is where service providers come into their own.
Fulfilling the need to revert from unyielding fixed cost
models, that were satisfactory during times of certainty
and where the turbulence of the past few years was not
a factor, to a model that is more agile, flexible and kinder
to an organisation’s bottom line.
Take a moment to consider the ramifications for
brand owners to continue to fully fund an in-house field
activation team over the past two years.
Consider the investment in a resource that was
either hamstrung by constraints driven by rules that
limited access to stores, state-based and often intrastate lockdowns, constant rerouting of resources based
on the availability or otherwise of permanent staff on the
organisation’s payroll, vaccination mandates, rising leave
balances, on-costs and all other expenses associated with
a fully functioning field activation team. While not being
able to quantify an exact number, the impact on any
organisation’s bottom line would be significant.
As uncertainty around trading conditions continues,
more and more organisations are seeking and realising
the benefits of engaging with and embracing a partnership
with outsourced providers.
A major benefit coming to the fore is not only
containing and managing the cost of brand maintenance,
presence and availability, but the ability to “turn the tap
on-and-off”.

The result is a healthier bottom line
and continuity of business.

While there remains a level of
uncertainty about the trading
environment, we can draw on the
recent past to see what important
lessons have been learned and to
prepare for the future.
While the core of any successful field activation
business is its ability to give depth and breadth of
multichannel coverage across the national retail network,
increased demands on resource, increasing expectations
and service levels from retailers and brand principles
and the uncertainty associated with the current trading
environment, demands that trade partners offer more than
just showing up and replenishing stock on shelves. The
need to offer an integrated end-to-end solution has never
been more important.
We know that this is absolutely critical to ensure
continued success. It’s a major ingredient in knowing
where to focus our efforts and energies and ultimately
deliver continuous improvement to services and enhance
return-on-investment for brands.
The ability to deliver integrated services is the
cornerstone of success. Moving and evolving to the
rhythm of the marketplace and ensuring that brands are
positioned in the right stores, in the right locations and at
the right time to optimise sales potential.
The core of any field activation business is to ensure
brands are well represented on-shelf in the correct position.
This is a hygiene factor and a base-level expectation.
We believe that the demand for additional
services integrated with the base-level service will grow

exponentially as brands and retailers continue to seek
a competitive edge. Brand principles will continue to look
for outsourced solutions and the expectation on service
providers will be to facilitate and deliver such solutions.

We believe that artificial intelligence
and virtual reality will play a major
part in future planning and replace
or complement existing capabilities
across our industry.
This is a key focus area for Strikeforce continuing
to collaborate with our key partners in this area.
The benefits of elevated levels of engagement,
connectivity, closer alignment between brands and
retailers driving efficient and effective outcomes will be
realised. All these capabilities collectively add up to this
unique sales proposition.
It would be amazing to be able to forecast, with a
level of accuracy, what the retail landscape will look like for
next two years or so. However, the continued ebb and flow
of state-based restrictions to curtail Covid-19 infection
levels and the potential of new variants to inflict disruption
means that the only certainty is that of uncertainty.
The evolution of end-to-end solutions encompassing
evolving services and technologies is critical to meeting the
needs of brand principles, retailers and, most importantly,
shoppers in an evolving and disrupted marketplace.
Field activation teams will continue to stand up and
be counted and be ready to play our part in maintaining
supply and ensuring that, wherever possible, shoppers
have access to essential and discretionary items.
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CREATIVE ACTIVATION

which is greater than 80%.
THE PRINCIPLES BEHIND WHY CLIENTS TEAM UP WITH
CREATIVE ACTIVATION

By Gerard Feehan

Managing Director, Creative Activation

REDEFINING
RETAIL EXCELLENCE
The role of the Activate Group service providers
in the Australian retail industry has been long in
the making. Originally uniting in the early 1980s
as the Australian Food Brokers Association, the
sector has continued to grow both in numbers of
employees and in the services provided. To give
you a clearer understanding on growth of their
support and essential services, we interviewed
Activate Group Australia member company
Creative Activation. Here is their story thanks to
Managing Director Gerard Feehan.
Creative Activation has been Australia’s leading
field-marketing company since 1984. Under the
leadership of Bruno Maurel OAM, the business
expanded rapidly, fuelled by a reputation for exceeding
partners’ expectations and a value-based, best people
culture. indBy 2005, the business became part of the
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Clemenger Group - Australasia’s largest, most successful
marketing communications and marketing services
company. The business and the Clemenger Group are
now part of Omnicom Group globally, which brings global
best practice to our marketplace.
I have led the business for more than 10 years now,
with Bruno as the Executive Chairman, and the volume of
change in retail and our capabilities has been significant.
Reputation and values are extremely relevant today, as
people are willing to work for an organisation with clear
purpose and a balanced, caring culture.
We have held a vision of being “Unparalleled at
accelerating retail excellence” for the past 30 years, which
has led to growing to more than 5000 team members
nationally and delivering unsurpassed capabilities.
Today, the metrics that we use for being unparalleled
are the average client partnership turnover, which
exceeds 8.5 years and our year-on-year team retention,

At the heart of all our strategies and plans are the
needs of the shopper. We therefore find it imperative
to work with our client partners to constantly define and
redefine what retail excellence looks like. Previously, this
may have been an annual discipline, but it now occurs
half yearly and the specifics by retailers have become
far more granular.
With clearly defined measures of success, we
are putting a significant focus on driving consistent
execution, ensuring that whatever the shopper observes
from one store to the next, or from online to in-store,
is consistent and presents the retail excellence brand
message we have strategically defined.
Nothing can be achieved without the best people
and Creative Activation takes pride in having an unfair
share of the best people. When our clients acknowledge
our team’s passion, transparency, ownership and
engagement, it is extremely rewarding and proves that
our people are our most valuable asset. Now more than
ever, I believe that culture must be driven through the
organisation values, recognition, support and investment
in the team members.
If you have those in place, the remaining challenge
is to continuously align the team to the strategic plans
and ongoing changes in focus, which have to be delivered
in small digestible and actionable chunks. Achieving this
often requires further upskilling through a mix of online
learning, traditional classroom learning and hands-on,
in-field coaching.
Many of our achievements are due to the
discipline of our business, to ensure our client partners
always win store by store. Each team member has
genuine ownership, as they are empowered to deliver
outstanding results and to make decisions that drive
ultimate customer-centric values.
Connecting sales data, stock-on and data with store
executional information to identify what works, when and
why is a major focus in the process.

•

Delivering digital activation in independent grocery
supporting the growth with distribution stock weight
and promotional amplification.

•

Establishing direct relationship for brands with
consumer through rewards, gifts and incentives
wherever they want to buy, data-led and seamlessly

•

Analytics and data integration

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE LOOK LIKE, IN ORDER TO
CONTINUE ‘ACCELERATING RETAIL EXCELLENCE’?

Staying across the changes is the first requirement
and this in itself is no small task. Therefore we created
our ‘ShopperPANEL research and quarterly report’.
ShopperPANEL provides in-depth analysis of shopper
behaviour and predictive insights into the future of
shoppers’ needs.
We connect industry-published insights,
observations and comments with our own quantitative
shopper research to provide clients with digestible and
actionable information.
Today, the conversations with our clients are
becoming far more holistic, as we are working to deliver
plans that deliver retail excellence in an omnichannel
environment.
More and more clients are calling me today as they
are seeking a partner to help them navigate and win in
the changing retail environment. I encourage all senior
stakeholders to conduct a thorough retail health check:

IN-STORE ACTIVATION

•

Are you getting the basics right? Stock
filling, shelf presentation, promotional
set up and store staff that are educated
on your product?

•

Do you have real-time visibility to
operational execution?

•

Do you have a plan to maximise your
share of shelf and share of voice?

IN 2022, WHAT ARE THE ‘EVOLVING’ SERVICES REQUIRED
IN THE GROCERY CHANNEL?

The challenging nature of the grocery channel
is obvious to everyone involved in the industry. The
complexity of on-shelf availability has amplified and
will require the most innovation to not only keep up,
but to get ahead.
Buyer behaviours have changed across day of week,
time of day, main shop, top up shop plus online
to instore.
While the so-called in-store ‘merchandising basics’
remain the evolution lives within integrating data and
services to optimise execution. At the same time clients
are seeking to reduce complexity and deliver frictionless
solutions. To meet this evoling need our capability
development is focused on:

•

Integrating visitation scheduling, POS distribution
and logistics data to optiminal timely execution

ONLINE PRESENCE

•

Do you currently understand all the
points of joy and frustration with your
online presence?

•

Are you currently measuring your
end-to-end customer experience?

•

Are you able to add value and help
your customers find the right solution?

Working with and listening to our client will drive
the evolution of our offer.
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CASE STUDY 1

INNOVATION IN
RETAIL ACTIVATION
ACTIVATE
CASE STUDIES
Throughout this Industry Report we have raised the value of
strong collaboration. While at times such collaboration results
in a client-provider contract, the reality is that both parties and
the target retailer benefit widely from the exercise.
To further illustrate how these benefits are achieved we are pleased to
provide Case Study examples for you to consider. Each case study looks at
a different section of the industry and the resulting values are explained.
We hope you find inspiration from these examples.

By Gerard Feehan

Managing Director, Creative Activation

WHY?

Our client partners have, for a number of years,
been telling us that independent retail is an opportunity.
It’s growing and yet has been, traditionally, hard to
activate well. Visibility to distribution, compliance and
on-shelf execution have been challenging, with physical
rep coverage often opposed by geography and cost, so
the question became, “How do we service independent
retail better, and get better sales and ROI outcomes?”

to extend the reach of their retail servicing and to
increase the frequency and immediacy of offers presented
to stores beyond the six-weekly call cycle of their physical
field team. With physical cost to service often running to
in excess of $100 for a single rep visit, with no guaranteed
sales outcome, Shopt provided a means to test a low-cost
supplementary service model.
EXECUTION

•

WHAT?

Shopt is an app-based proprietary technology
specifically designed for independent retail to drive
sales outcomes in these channels. It’s the most effective
way to reach, digitally inspire ad influence retailer
behaviour. It enables brands to communicate directly
with independent stores, presenting information, deals
and incentives in real time directly to store decisionmakers. For stores, it is essentially a ‘rep in your
pocket’, a free, opt-in rewards and communication app
accessible 24/7.
HOW?

Launched in late 2021 as a specialist service
within the Creative Activation portfolio, Shopt
commenced as a 100-store trial within independent
grocery with a small number of foundation partners.
Stores were encouraged to download the app and
register - a quick and easy process – and were given
access to special deals and rewards.
Stores can place orders directly via the app and
can take photos of in-store execution to redeem cash
rewards. Suppliers can get visibility on distribution
and execution in real time. The service is free to stores,
with suppliers charged a low redemption-based fee,
providing a low-cost and outcome-based model.

12 offers deployed over 10 weeks.

•

Six multi-buy deals (buy three
selected SKUs and earn).

•

Six in-store execution incentives
(take a photo and earn).

OUTCOME

•

Multi-buy deals (orders) delivered 32% conversion.

•

In-store execution incentives (on-shelf)
delivered 52% conversion.

ROI

Redemption-based expenditure model meant cost
to convert represented an 80% saving on traditional
physical servicing charge.

Shopt is currently in its trial stage, with plans
to scale through 2022. If you’re a supplier and
would like to be a part of this exciting new
technology, contact us on 02 9968 5306 or email
us at support@shopt-au.com.au. If you’re an
independent grocery store and want to get
access to great deals and cash rewards, all in
the palm of your hand, download the Shopt
app from the App Store or Google Play today.

CASE STUDY

A foundation partner for Shopt wanted to test the app
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CASE STUDY 2

ACTIVATE INDUSTRY REPORT

Each of the case study examples has outlined the
elements that are critical in the industry today. Some
have been critical for ever, like speed to market and
some are critical due to the way the industry has
changed, such as data that is real-time.
The Activate members who have supplied these case
studies do so on the basis that a) they assist you in your
strategic deliberations and b) that you will consider spending
time with the members to gain an in-depth understanding
on how the benefits can be beyond these examples.
Please feel free to contact the members or to contact
Activate for further advice. www.activateaus.com.au or
enquiries@activateaus.com.au

By Matt Llloyd

Managing Director and CEO, Strikeforce

SALES ARE GOING
OK, BUT...
The client’s product range is sold across an
extensive retailer partner store network nationally.
Strikeforce brand activators conducted more than
2500 store visits, executed in-store activations
and captured every task result in our Strikeforce
field management software solution – merx.
Interrogation of merx data, post-activation,
identified opportunities for incremental growth
for the client. Key insights were communicate to
the client to enable high-value conversations with
their retail partners.
To maximise the revenue opportunity, Strikeforce
recommended specific, measurable, achievable and
realistic activity targeted at selected stores.
Insights drawn from the unique data set generated
by Strikeforce were clear and identified key actions
required to enable the client to drive increased revenue
from subsequent similar promotional activations.
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CLEAR FOCUS WAS REQUIRED AND GIVEN TO THREE AREAS

•
•
•

Insufficient stock on hand.
Timely availability of point-of-sale material
to some stores.
Insufficient floor space available in some stores.

SOLUTIONS WERE COMMUNICATED

Supported by hard data the client was able to
recommend to their retail partners the following:
• Elevate levels of stock on hand prior to activity.
• Furnish brand activators with head office validation
communication.
• Tight coordination of point-of-sale delivery.
• Amended store list to exclude serial non-compliance
and smaller-than-required footprint.

BESPOKE MARKETING STRATEGIES

BL ANC

MARKETING CURATOR
bl ancmc. co m. au

RECOMMENDATIONS APPLIED

High-value conversations occurred between the client
and two of their key retail partners. Recommended actions
were tabled based on identified measures.

P r a g m a t i c a l ly d e s i g n e d
G r a c e f u l ly E x e c u t e d
i nfo @bl ancmc. co m. au
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SUPERIOR SALES CONSULTING

The move to local shopping
pressures changes to the
products ranged and the value
of new products and innovation
becomes more relevant.
Keeping currency with the consumer is part of the
ability of these stores to sell at higher prices than those
seen in other sectors due to convenience factor.
Launching new products (NPDs) is not as simple as
some would expect. A lot of steps go into introducing
NPDs into impulse and convenience stores. Unlike the
grocery industry, the petrol and convenience (P&C) markets
are very fragmentated and require many trade partners to
launch NPDs across this behemoth of a channel. Not to
mention the stricter head office ranging requirements for
the corporate P&C outlets.

However, in Australia, while
a shrinking market, impulse
outlets will always exist.
By Jamie Lobina

Managing Director, Superior Sales Consulting

IMPULSE AND
CONVENIENCE
IN-STORE EXCELLENCE
Impulse and route sectors are currently on
a knife edge. The move to local shopping and
shopper attempts to keep away from the bigstore crowds (for health reasons) has seen a
significant lift in their turnover. At the same time,
they are under pressure as the majors expand
their own ‘convenience’ style stores across the
country. Even with only a small footprint, they are
growing fast with store numbers.
Equally, they are, like many others, suffering from
a lack of staff and owner operators are spending many
more hours than they’d like on the shop floor. How this
is overcome is difficult to say, but recent government
moves may help these sectors.
Dealing across these store types is difficult as
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the decision-making is both in-store and immediate.
There is little reference to head office programs and
buying and a reliance on relationships to make a sale
complete specifically in the impulse / route channel.
The art of selling in impulse and convenience is much
more challenging than the basic order taking done in major
outlets. The old saying still holds true, “selling three extra
boxes to an impulse outlet is more difficult than a few extra
pallets into a Coles or Woolworths store”. These extra
sales can be achieved through practiced and committed
in-store processes. In most cases, in an impulse outlet you
are dealing with the owner-operator and in convenience
outlets the owner or site manager, who have the ability
to range products on a site-by-site basis.
In these sectors there is also a level of ranging flux.

This consistent service adds relationship while
gaining better in-store presence, placing point-of-sale
(POS) and promoting brands to their full value.
These service-provider teams, essential for impulse/
convenience new product launches to survive, include
companies such as The Distributors who, with their
amazing 25 members and 34 warehouses nationally,
service more than 42K outlets with 240-plus sales
representatives around the country. Add to this the
use of product-specific teams from Activate members
and all options can be correctly executed.

In looking at our future markets
and industry challenges, smallstore grocery format outlets are
popping up throughout all suburbs
and CBDs, blurring the lines
between grocery and convenience.
One thing holds true, though, that third-party
providers can constantly keep shelves full, in not only
grocery stores but also impulse and convenience
outlets alike, which were essential services throughout
this pandemic. Let’s see what the future holds.

They are part of our heritage and society fabric.
It is critical in the impulse channels that, once your
product has been launched, to have service-provider
team members crossing the line regularly.

30+

Define a customer centred
strategy for sales teams.

in the FMCG
Industry.

Identify and develop Sales
Capabilities and Strengths.

Years

Define Strategy
Develop Solutions
Drive Embedding

Create channel, shopper
and customer strategies.
Launch new products via
execution excellence and
engage more effectively
with customers.
Ensure frontline selling is
supported by impactful
strategic coaching.

Jamie Lobina
Managing Director

superiorsales.com.au

Sales disruption and inspiring
entrepreneurial mindsets
Helping Managing Directors and CEO’s
alike to steer clear from complacency and
move towards creative enthusiasm.

0413 582 948

jamie.lobina@superiorsales.com.au
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Senior Analyst, Euromonitor International
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Remotely monitor or
control home appliances

Buy an item or service

Use an app to track
my health or fitness

0%

% OF RESPONDENTS

40%

Covid-19 highlighted the huge role that individual
actions can play in making a difference to the world,
with stay-at-home orders providing time to rethink
consumption habits. Several Asian governments,
including Japan, South Korea and China, have taken
measures to achieve the 2030 global sustainable
development goals.
SUSTAINABLE LIVING PLAY
IN SELECTED MARKETS
China
Japan

Source: Euromonitor Voice of the Consumer:
Lifestyles Survey, fielded January to February 2021

Australia
Vietnam

RETHINK WELLNESS

Covid-19 has heightened consumer focus on hygiene
and safety in the Asia-Pacific. Demand for wellness has
been boosted by Covid-19, with consumers not only
increasingly looking for functions enhancing physical
and mental wellbeing from the everyday products they
consume, but also taking a holistic health approach such
as having adequate sleep, physical activity and engaging
in stress-relieving and anxiety-reducing activities.

0%

20%

Sustainable living has become a huge market in the
Asia-Pacific, with consumers in different markets having
different priorities and demands. It is crucial for businesses
operating in these markets to understand where to
operate in their respective markets.
MAKING LIFE EASIER

SUSTAINABLE LIVING

80%

Order food and drink online
for takeaway or delivery

The Asia-Pacific enjoyed the strongest
acceleration in e-commerce in 2020, recording the
highest-value sales compared with other regions,
particularly through mobile commerce.
Consumers in the Asia-Pacific have adapted
quickly to shopping for items, from placing orders for
food to using apps for health checks, which is rapidly
leading to lifestyle changes.
Digital living is now key to the customer journey
in all industries. Across generations, Asian consumers
are becoming familiar with advanced holistic high-tech
platforms, super-app ecosystems and enhanced ‘lastmile’ delivery solutions to create easier, smarter lives.

2021

Respondents who answered “almost every day” and “1-2 times a week”

Make or receive a voice
call over the internet

DIGITAL LIVING

Demand for wellness will keep evolving as
consumers adopt the ‘holistic health and wellness’
concept, with key areas including preventative health,
emotional wellness, back-to-basics vigour, hygiene
consciousness and ‘telehealth’ for business to keep an
eye on.

2019

IN ASIA-PACIFIC

Visit or update social
netowrking sites

Understanding consumer values is critical in
today’s consumer-centric world: more so now than
ever since Covid-19 has upended many traditional
habits. Euromonitor identifies digital living,
rethinking wellness, sustainable living, making life
easier, and the search for experiences as the top five
trends that are transforming consumer behaviour
in the Asia-Pacific region of the world beyond the
pandemic.
Keeping up with these trends as they evolve will
help businesses operating in Asia-Pacific to identify
where to invest, build on existing brand equity and
create future resilience.

MOBILE ACCESS AND ACTIVITIES /
MOBILE PHONE ACTIVITIES

Browse the internet

The Asia-Pacific was the most economically
resilient region in 2020 and is expected to
lead the global recovery in 2021, with real GDP
growth of 7.1%, fastest of all regions, on the
back of improved consumer and business
confidence.
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Meat Substitutes

Food Storage

Soy drinks and other
milk alternatives

Light Emitting
Diode Lamps (LED)

Ethical labels packaged
food and beverages

Air Purifiers

Organic
Source: Euromonitor Sustainable Living Megatrend Model, 2020

100%

The disruption caused in people’s daily lives with
Covid-19-related restrictions and home seclusion led
to an increase in daily at-home occasion. Products and
services with the added value of making consumers’ lives
easier, better and safer will continue to win consumers’
preferences. Key themes identified across the Asia-Pacific
include Contactless Retail, ‘Last Mile’ Reinvention, Virtual
Hits Mainstream, and Personalisation. However, consumers
across the Asia-Pacific show different perceptions towards
convenience and technology due to different stages of
digitalisation and technological development. It is crucial
for businesses to reassess consumer segments and vary
convenience strategies by market.
SEARCH FOR EXPERIENCES

Longer than anticipated periods of home isolation
and pent-up demand for out-of-home experiences
have put ‘hometainment’ at the heart of newly formed
routines and consumer habits in the Asia-Pacific. As per
Euromonitor’s Lifestyle Survey, developing economies
in the Asia-Pacific indicate a high importance towards
spending money on experiences in 2021, and thus offer
the biggest opportunities for companies to provide
experiential offerings. Improving the customers’ path
to purchase, enhancing mobile presence and creating
a consistent brand experience across channels should
be an immediate priority for all products.
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PREVENTATIVE
HEALTH POSITIONING
OFFERS GROWTH
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR BRANDS

By Nina Tiquet

Senior Analyst, Euromonitor International

In 2020, the number of online products with
the ‘immune system health’ claim saw a 47%
increase across consumer health, packaged
food and beverages in western Europe.
Concerns around health and the immune
system emerged. Market players started seeing
an opportunity to launch products positioned to
tap into the preventative health trend.

activities (91% of respondents) and engaging in stressrelieving and anxiety-reducing activities (78% of respondents)
can have a beneficial and even a preventative impact on
their health.
FACTORS PERCEIVED AS
HAVING AN IMMUNITY IMPACT
100%

Manufacturers have taken two different
approaches to leverage this trend to develop, position
and market their products. First, they look to highlight
the immunity-boosting capacity of products. Second,
they offer wellbeing-focused products that use
emerging ingredients such as adaptogens and CBD
(Cannabidiol) to boost their health credentials.
We identified three takeaways related to this
trend: health is at the centre of consumers’ agendas,
the immune-boost trend represents sales boost, holistic
wellbeing seeks to restore balance to body and mind.

80%

60%
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Manufactures are using different strategies to tap
into the immunity-boosting trend. They add vitamins
C and D, position probiotics as an immune health
supplement and highlight the naturally occurring
vitamins in their products.
According to Euromonitor International VIA
attributes, in 2020, the number of online products with
an ‘enriched with vitamins’ claim increased across all
three industries (consumer health, packaged food and
beverages) by 34%.
In the UK, Perkier introduced a designated
immunity-boosting snack bar in September 2020, while
in April 2020, Twinings launched a range of fortified teas
within the cold infusion range.

Whether food, drink or consumer health products meet
these needs depends on how manufacturers engage with
consumers’ evolving perception of health.
It will require agile and responsive product innovation
supported by appropriate positioning. Our recently
published ‘Preventative health in Western Europe’ report
explores in greater detail the various manifestations
and drivers of this trend in western Europe and why it is
important for businesses. We discuss what aspects of the
trend we expect to see in 2021 and beyond.

CONSUMERS’ EVOLVING MEANING OF HEALTH
IN EUROPE, 2019-2021

2019

2020 2021

REDEFINING WELLBEING
40%

HEALTH TAKES CENTRE STAGE

20%

Adequate sleep

Fresh fruit and vegetables

Drinking water

Physical Activities

(e.g. Vitamin C, Iron, Calcium)

Vitamins and supplements

Legumes and pulses

fortified foods

Fruit Juice or smoothies

Stress-reduction activities

0%

Over the counter
medication (OTC)

Targeted and holistic preventative health claims
have been proliferating across several industries, such
as consumer health, beverages and packaged food
in 2020 and 2021. Manufacturers tap into increased
health anxiety and a widening definition of good health
among consumers.
Based on Euromonitor International Voice of
the Consumer: Health and Nutrition Survey 2021,
stress, anxiety and sleep problems continue to rise.
Consumers are increasingly accepting that more
holistic health behaviours such as having adequate
sleep (95% of respondents), engaging in physical

IMMUNE BOOST COULD ALSO BE A SALES BOOST

Source: Euromonitor Voice of the Consumer: Health and Nutrition Survey, 2021 Europe

70

The perception of health has evolved over the past
three years, moving from avoiding illness and gaining
physical strength to achieving mental wellbeing and
feeling good (Euromonitor International’s Voice of the
Consumer: Health and Nutrition Survey 2021).
More product launches facilitate wellbeing through
relaxation, stress reduction, mood and sleep enhancement
by leveraging functional components such as adaptogens
and CBD.
Austrian drink manufacturer AJA produces drinks
with adaptogens. One of its new drinks, focused on
harmony, highlights the drink’s capability to increase
focus and reduce stress.
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FUTURE IMPLICATIONS

A holistic sense of wellbeing and striving for balance
of body and mind will continue to shape consumer health
behaviours –driving both product and lifestyle choices.

Feeling
Good

Mental
Wellbeing

Getting
enough
sleep

Physical
Strength

Avoiding
Illness

Source: Euromonitor Voice of the Consumer: Health and Nutrition Survey, 2021 Europe
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ACTIVATE GROUP
FEATURE PODCASTS

ACTIVATE
INDUSTRY
MEMBERSHIP
Retail is experiencing a mountain of issues that
require input from every part of the industry.
The effects of Covid have not yet passed by and
we are hit with floods and major delays in the supply
chain. This is a time when the importance of working
together, collaborating on easing pressures and
lifting communication to entirely new levels is at
its most valuable.
We can contribute to this collaboration best, by joining
forces through Activate Group Australia.
From the outset of the pandemic, Activate has lobbied
successfully for greater acceptance of field teams as essential
workers. A benefit achieved not only to the teams, keeping
them in work, but to the retailers and suppliers who know that
their products will be in the right place - at the right time.
Activate has introduced a strong social media presence
and produced compelling podcasts on issue that are in the
minds or retail people everywhere. Activate is talking to the
industry and listening to their needs.
Joining Activate provides your business with access to
a strong group of member companies which comprises service
providers, retailers and supplier companies. The Activate
network is strong and is being heard. You can benefit greatly
from membership.
In addition, with the issue of talent numbers across retail,
Activate continues to find the top talent in the industry through
the annual Joe Berry Award. As an Activate member you can be
a direct contributor and beneficiary from this prodigious Award
program.
Throughout 2022 Activate will begin the development of
specific training courses for field teams that will lift the quality of
work and the recognition of their services. Activate will bring you
a series of interesting Podcasts, driving strong communication
through the leaders of the industry and researching technology
and practices that are emerging overseas.
We will keep members Updated with our regular
newsletter and provide members with exclusive opportunity to
speak with key business leaders.
You will also, as a member, have the opportunity to
contribute and promote through regular issues of the Activate
Industry Report, like the one you are reading now.
So many benefits from being a member! Join now and
add your name to those who lead.

THE JOE BERRY AWARD

The Joe Berry Award isn’t just a prize for good
topic-related research and a well-presented
essay.The Award is a major opportunity for all
to see the future of the industry at work and to
share the benefits of the efforts contributed.
Everyone who chooses to write an essay is
flagging to their employer that they have a belief in
themselves, a career to be made and a passion for the
business. By researching and creating their essay they
are providing you with a story on a current business
issue that will educate you and everyone that reads
their work. Research time that you don’t have.
Regardless of their result in the competition for
the Award, they are clearly showing you that they want
to move forward and be part of this wonderful industry.
A talent worth keeping!
For the 70+ executives who volunteer each year,
to read and score the essays submitted, a short course
in relevancy to the industry and a strong picture of
the talent that is out there. An education on both
the quality of work and the value of the opinions and

recommendations put forward.
To the sponsors and supporters who make up the
final judging panel, a day of experience that cannot be
had anywhere else. An exclusive look at the top rankings
of young executives who will be the leaders of the
future. Just look at those who have won this award and
progressed into leadership roles. Look at the finalists
who, regardless of the result, make a significant leap
forward in company recognition and in self-belief.
If you are not experiencing the benefits of the
Joe Berry Award, we are always ready to have you join
in. A decision you will always see as valuable.

WATCH THE JOE BERRY VIDEO HERE
SEE WHAT A DIFFERENCE IT CAN MAKE

Come to dinner on June 23rd, Randwick Racecourse
and meet the people who make this Award work.
ENQUIRIES@JOEBERRYAWARD.COM.AU

PAST WINNERS

ACTIVATE GROUP AUSTRALIA
ENQUIRIES@ACTIVATEAUS.COM.AU
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